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Changes/Enhancements that affect all counties: 

 Modified the system to calculate registry fees on the ½ assessed values for homesteaded cases.  

This will apply to both sold applicant and sold bidder when the ½ assessed value is paid and will 

apply to counties that have the registry fees calculated. 

 The drop down menu for Transaction Items has been enhanced to include all transaction types 

and now have vendor specific descriptions.  The Transaction Items drop down appears in the 

Finance Tab – Reconciliation Module and the Reports Tab – Transaction Summary. 

 A new search filter “property address” has been added to the public view and Case Listing 

search.  The user can now search by the property address or any part of the address.  Less 

information will retrieve more results.  

 The core document for the Check Request Form has been modified to provide a total amount 

for the batch and the breakdown of the cases and fees within the batch.  This will apply to the 

counties that utilize the core document. 

 The Batch Check Request Module has been enhanced to generate the request form after the 

user selects a batch in the Pending Queue.  The selected batch will move to Process Queue 

where the form can be printed (or emailed) to Finance.  Once the requested check(s) are 

received, the user will enter the check voucher number and the process the request.  The batch 

will move to completed.  This will affect counties that are setup to generate a document to 

transmit to their finance department.  For counties that do not generate a document, the 

process will remain the same. 

 The status bidder default has been removed from the Status Change Dropdown for cases that 

are in an active sold bidder status.  The user is required to process bidder defaults on the Tax 

Deed sale site in R4C.  The TDM system will update the status to Active- Bidder Default 

automatically once the bidder is defaulted. 

 A new feature to assess copy fee charges has been added and is available to all counties.  The 

fees are calculated on a designated number of pages associated with each mailing type of 

regular mail, certified mail and registered mail for the NOA parties.  

Changes/Enhancements specific to Flagler County: 

 Updated the resale 1ADV Workflow to include the check request for the publisher and RA EA 

Fee. 

 Updated the address for Max Garcia for all cases currently being managed or new cases.  Cases 

where the check request was already submitted will retain the old information. 



 Modified the TDM page count to count two pages for the deed. 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Lee County: 

 Removed the REFUNDCLK transaction from the exported item only query for Transaction 

Summary and Reconciliation Report. 

 Added REFUND transactions to the transaction item drop down for Transaction Summary and 

Reconciliation Report.  

 Updated PURCHBALANCE formula to ensure bidder default deposits are accurately reported and 

calculated. 

 Added default party names Interpleader- Attorney and Interpleader- Deposit to the previous 

owner section of the disbursement panel.  These default names will be used for interpleader 

actions.  When funds are disbursed to these parties the case will close with a Completed- 

Interpleader Status. 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Miami Dade County: 

 Updated the case party default DOR to reflect  

Florida Department of Financial Services 

Bureau of Unclaimed Properties 

P. O. Box 6350 

Tallahassee, FL 32314-6350 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Okaloosa County: 

 Updated case 16TD118 for List of Lands purchase. 

 Updated publisher email to transmit to legals@crestviewbulletin.com 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Leon County: 

 Enabled the Adjustment Module. 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Putnam County: 

 Corrected the emails for the two publishers for 1ADV and 4ADV re-sales. 

 Triggered the check request for the publisher fee for 1ADV and 4ADV re-sales. 

 Removed check request for cost disbursements to the Clerk for Doc Stamps and Recording fee. 

 Modified the workflow to send surplus letter to government lien holders. 

 Modified the disbursement workflow to calculate registry fees on the deposit on R4C and to 

move the calculation to be on the full overbid amount.  

 Setup the redeem disbursement workflow when a balance is remaining for the applicant 

deposit. 

 Modified the Sheriff Letter to generate for owners with a PO BOX address. 

 Modified the Sheriff Letter to generate one cover letter for owners within a specific county. 
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 Merged the NOA parties into one page. 

 Modified the Sheriff Letter to accommodate large legal descriptions.  An Exhibit A will now 

trigger when a legal description exceeds 500 characters. 

 Corrected the surplus letter to indicate the correct sale date. 

 Removed Guaranty Title from the drop down list of Title Companies. 

 Copies of the Title Requests and Publisher emails updated to go to taxdeeds@putnam-fl.com 

 Modified the check request form to include GL Code for Sheriff’s and Publisher’s.  

 Added party type – Interested Party. 

Changes/Enhancements specific to Lake County: 

 Added default publisher in the notifications tab. 

 Modified the Invoice to match the county sample. 

 Removed unused required actions from the Home Page. 
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